
SI Units – Otherwise known as the “Metric System” 

In the late 1700's, as scientists began to develop the ideas of physics and chemistry, they needed 

better units of measurement to communicate scientific data. Scientists needed to prove their ideas 

with data based on measurements that other scientists could reproduce. A decimal system of units 

based on the meter as a standard length, the kilogram as a standard mass, and the liter as a standard 

volume was developed by the French. Today this system is known as the SI system, or metric system. 

 

The SI system is easy to use because all the units are based on factors of 10. In the English system, 

there are 12 inches in a foot, 3 feet in a yard, and 5,280 feet in a mile. In the SI system, there are 10 

millimeters in a centimeter, 100 centimeters in a meter, and 1,000 meters in a kilometer. 

 

These are the standard units of measurement that you will use in your scientific studies. The prefixes 

below are used with the base units when measuring very large or very small quantities. 

 

When you are measuring: Use this standard unit: Symbol for unit: 

Mass gram g 

Length meter m 

Volume liter l 

Temperature degree Celsius oC 

Time second s 

 

 

Prefixes: 
The following prefixes in the SI system indicate the multiplication factor to be used with the basic 

unit.  For example, the prefix kilo- is a factor of 1,000. A kilometer is equal to 1,000 meters, and a 

kilogram is  equal to 1,000 grams. 

 

  

Prefix Mega- kilo- hecto- deka- Basic Unit deci- centi- milli- 

Symbol M k h da m,l,g d c m 

Multiplication 
factor. 

1,000,000 1000 100 10 1 

.1 

Or 

1/10 

.01 

Or 

1/100 

.001 

Or 

1/1000 



Metric Conversion Ladder 
 
_______ 
       kilo _______ 
    (1000)       hecto _______ 

     (100)       deca     ________ 
       (10)       Base Unit              _______  

        (m, l, g)                    deci               ______ 
                    (.1)                    centi       ______ 

                               (.01)           milli 
                                 (.001) 
 

 
The problems we will encounter involve converting between different “prefixes” within the metric system.  For 

example, how many milligrams are in one kilogram?  To solve this problem we can use the conversion ladder 

above.  When you go up the ladder you are getting “higher”.  For instance, kilo (1000) is higher than centi (.01).  

Solving these problems take practice.  Below are some examples with solutions.  After that, there are many 

more practice problems. 

 

EXAMPLES: 

 

How many meters is 345 millimeters? 

1) Put your pencil on the milli step on the ladder. 

2) Climb to the meter step, counting out 3 steps to the left as you go. 

3) Write out 3 4 5 .   which was given to you in the problem, putting the decimal point where it belongs. 

4) Put your pencil on the decimal point 3 4 5 . 

5) Move your pencil over 3 steps to the left.     . 3 4 5 

6) Change the units to the units you are converting to in the question.  (meters in this example) 

7) The answer is:    .345m 
 
 
How many grams is 142.5 kilograms? 

1) Put your pencil on the kilo step on the ladder. 

2) Climb down to the meter step, counting out 3 steps to the right. 

3) Write out 1 4 2 . 5    which was given to you in the problem, putting the decimal point where it belongs. 

4) Put your pencil on the decimal point 1 4 2 . 5 

5) Move your pencil over the same number of steps to the right.     

6) Add Zeros (0) in the “empty” spaces.   1 4 2 5 0 0 . 

7) Change the units to the units you are converting to in the question.  (grams in this example) 

8) The answer is:    142500g 
 

How many kiloliters is 754,000 centiliters? 

1) Put your pencil on the centi step on the ladder. 

2) Climb up to the kilo step, counting out 5 steps to the left. 

3) Write out 7 5 4 0 0 0 .    which was given to you in the problem. 

4) Put your pencil on the decimal point 7 5 4 0 0 0 . 

5) Move your pencil over the same number of steps to the left.    7 . 5 4 0 0 0 

6) Change the units to the units you are converting to in the question.  (kiloliters in this example) 

7) The answer is:    7.54kl 
 



Things you need to know about the metric system of measurements: 

The metric system is based on multiples of the number ______________. 

A meter is about the length of your _________________________. 

A centimeter is about the width of your ___________________________. 

A millimeter is about the width of a _____________________________. 

A _________________________________________ has a mass of about 1 gram. 

A liter is about the volume of a _______________________________. 

A meter is about how many feet? ______________________________. 

Five meters is about how many feet? ___________________________. 

One kilometer is how many meters? ______________________________. 

Five kilometers is how many meters? ____________________________. 

One kilometer is how many miles? ______________________________. 

Which is bigger, a kilometer or a mile? _____________________________. 

About how many kilometers are in a mile? _____________________________. 

Twenty kilometers is about how many miles? ____________________________. 

 
 
Practice Problems: 
 
1. How many grams are in 1 centigram? 
 
 
 
 
 
2. How many millimeters are there in 1 meter? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. How many millimeters are in 6 centimeters? 
 
 
 
 



4. Convert 4,200 milligrams to grams. 
 
 
 
 
 
5. How many liters are equivalent to 500 centiliters? 
 
 
 
 
 
6. Convert 100 millimeters to meters. 
 
 
 
 
 
7. How many milligrams are equivalent to 150 kilograms? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
8. How many liters are equivalent to 0.3 kiloliters? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
9. How many centimeters are in 65 kilometers? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
10. A fountain can hold 53,000 deciliters of water. How many kiloliters is this? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
11. What is the name of a length that is 100 times larger than a millimeter?  __________________ 
   
12. How many times larger than a centigram is a gram?  _____________________________ 
 
13. Name the distance that is 10 times smaller than a centimeter.  ________________________ 


